
 

 
 

 

Power to be… 

     WE CHOSE PROFESSOR Schwab as our 2022 Man of the Year because he has been 

exceedingly helpful in exposing the post-Christian Globalist nightmare. Schwab and his World 

Economic Forum (WEF) have inadvertently proved our longstanding editorial contention that 

without Christ, chaos will reign supreme.  

     Schwab has also been useful in outing the Vatican II cult leaders as willing accomplices in the 

Globalist experiment. He boldly admitted, for example, that a key Council Father, Archbishop 

Dom Helder Pessoa Camara, was an honored guest speaker at the World Economic Forum in 

Davos back in 1975. Schwab positively gushed praise for Dom Camara who, according to 

Schwab, had been extremely influential on his thinking as a young man. 

     Camara was also a mentor of one Jorge Mario Bergoglio. In fact, this Brazilian socialist, 

liberation theology advocate and co-author of Gaudium at Spes would eventually be declared a 

Servant of God by Pope Francis himself back 2013. (See Remnant TV 2021 expose Davos in the 

CATACOMBS: Klaus Schwab’s Secret Vatican Connection https://youtu.be/fwjeumh21xE)           

Klaus Schwab has provided a real service by connecting the dots from Davos to Rome.  

     Still, Klaus Schwab does not come without certain political liabilities. He’s a cartoonish character who 

runs his mouth way too much. And over the past two years, Francis’s alliance with the WEF has not 

served him well. The Vatican is now officially linked to the WEF's Yuval Noah Harari, for example, a 

‘married,’ homosexual historian at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem.  In a 2018 Google interview, 

Harari infamously said: “All these stories about Jesus rising from the dead and being the son of 

God - this is fake news.” 

     Harari was a marquee speaker at the WEF 2020 when Pope Francis sent Cardinal Peter 

Turkson to Davos to confer his papal blessing on Klaus Schwab and all the WEF participants. 

     This didn't go over well: A papal blessing for the Father of Transhumanism and the diabolical 

Great Reset - a term coined by Schwab to describe his dream of exploiting the Covid plandemic  

to establish a stakeholder/inclusive capitalist global government. 

     It didn't take Artificial Intelligence for the average Joe to suspect that Pope Francis had allied 

himself with the Devil himself.  Klaus Schwab had enlisted the aid of the pope himself to build 

up his Christophobic new political order.  

https://youtu.be/fwjeumh21xE


 

 
 

     Powerful, filthy rich, and well connected to the corporate elite, Schwab nevertheless seems 

bound and determined to let no one forget that he is the son of a Nazi and that he evidently 

shares his father’s dream of a master race of transhumanized supermen rising above conventional 

Christian morality to impose a Frankensteinian nightmare on the entire world. 

     In other words, Klaus Schwab is the veritable poster boy of the dystopian new order against 

which The Remnant has been warning for fifty years. Thanks to him, the plot to dethrone Christ 

the King and dominate the world with Luciferian “science” is no longer the stuff of the Tinfoil 

Hat Club. 

     Devil or deluded lunatic, there’s no question that Klaus Schwab is one of the most influential 

builders of the post-Christian New Normal.” 

The foregoing is a reprint of the January 31, 2023 of The Remnant by Michael J. Matt.  We 

congratulate him on his research, analysis, compilations of facts and summary of events.  We 

have reproduced this article for many reasons.  But the main reason is to bring this material to 

our readers and bring about deep debate among them. 

It will be interesting to see how our members view the conclusion that Klaus Schwab is a “devil 

or deluded lunatic”, but he is a most influential mover in the New World Order. 

For the moment we must Pray and Work for the Greater Honor and Glory of God. Pray also for 

the young and future generations.  Many will be victims of this nightmare, some never allowed 

to be born, other never to know the joy of a real family- mothers, fathers, sisters, brothers, and 

even cousins. Others will be convinced to have unnecessary medical procedures, which often 

cannot be undone. Pray also that more people in this generation will realize what is about to 

happen so they can work and pray for a better future with the honor and glory of God.  

Or as  

Saint Padre Pio Counsels us to pray: 

“Pray with perseverance, trust, and a serene and calm mind. 

“Pray and don’t worry.  Worry is useless. God is merciful and will hear your prayer. 

“Prayer is the best weapon we have; it is the key that opens God’s heart.” 

 

 

 

      


